August 22, 2019

Dear Parents,

The Marlboro High School is offering Wilson Daily Prep, a successful online SAT/ACT preparation and college readiness program. Aside from the obvious benefits of improved standardized test scores, this program also enhances the core curricula by promoting college and career reading literacy skills.

Wilson Daily Prep holds students accountable for daily deliberate SAT and ACT practice. The program is designed to break the SAT and ACT into bite-sized manageable tasks that allow students to focus and improve. Students will be emailed questions daily. Immediate feedback and analysis is provided.

Wilson Daily Prep tracks student progress and offers suggestions for further study. Coaches will contact you by phone if your child misses several consecutive preps. As a result, the program ensures accountability. You will also be e-mailed regular score and progress reports so that you too can note your child’s improvement.

The program provides daily practice for improvement as well as the tools they need to reach their academic and testing potential. All users will have access to downloadable worksheets, multi-media video lessons, tips, articles and Wilson Daily Prep’s 1000-WORD interactive vocabulary game. If you want your child to participate, complete the back of this form and submit to Main Office. All of this formation is privileged, confidential and protected.

Thank you, in advance, for working with us to help your child reach his/her college and career readiness potential. At Marlboro High School, a community involved gets the problem solved.

Sincerely,

Ryan Lawler
Principal
Wilson Daily Prep Sign-up

Name of Student___________________________________________________

Parent___________________________________________________________

E-Mail address (for WDP)___________________________________________

Phone contact____________________________________________________

English Teacher___________________________ Grade__________________

Do you want slacker emails/Phone Calls? _____yes  _____no